
 

 

Scribe Notes Run #1709- Anthem Water Park (ish), Baan Manik, 03 November 2018 

 

After their previous shenanigans everyone waited with bated breath to see what the Hares would come up with 

following counselling, direct interventions and other forms of assistance from the more senior Hares. The message 

seems to have gotten through and they set an excellent run. Even with an unexpected downpour everyone seemed to 

enjoy it. The checks and falsies worked  so well that the Scribe (who was on paper at 

all times other than a tiny aberration) was ahead of the front runners for just over 3km of the run and Master Baker 

managed to pass him twice, much to his bewilderment. That’s the difference between a Hasher and a Runner. The Short 

Cutters were encountered up on the jeep track and they appeared happy as well. With no gun toting (alleged) casino 

guards we all successfully navigated around the run with the majority of the pack coming in together. Well done to the 

Hares- they certainly redeemed themselves after their recent antics. 

The GM got a bit distracted again and his commanding presence at the start of the circle was diminished as no 

one noticed him starting the circle. Eins Zwei Dry was caught abusing the horn and Dirty Harry and Lucky Lek were iced 

for continuously talking. When told to shut up LL replied ‘my mouth is for talking not listening’. Hares Fungus, Not Long 

Enough and Consultant JC were then  called in and rewarded for their efforts then kicked 

out of the circle as the GM was tired of seeing Fungus’ face all the time. 



The GM then spoke about tradition and how way back there was no walk- people short cut. This was to be the 

case again in future, with the GM espousing that he was an excellent short cutter- able to sniff out the paper at 1000 

meters.  For those panicking about the lack of a walk in future it will continue as a ‘Short Cut to the Run’ and be marked 

as usual. He also commented on the appalling lack of calling, stating that we should have Julie Andrews runs (with the hills 

alive with the sound of hashing) in future.  The scribe had noted the lack of a Hash Horn and pink paper on the day until 

he realized the Hash Horn was in fact BEHIND him for the majority of the run.   

At this point a massive dog fight disrupted the circle and Bumscraper was iced as her dog was the main instigator. Hardon 

then came whinging into the circle as  he’d been leeched but no one was that bothered. 

Buttcycle and Lesser Dipshit were called in as token early starters. An anonymous emailer (Fungus) had contacted the GM 

earlier in the week to complain that early leavers were screwing up checks and falsies for the runners.  Lone wolves are 

messing up the trails and the practice is to be discouraged. Hares put a lot of effort into runs and early starts can completely 

wipe that out, especially in open country. 

On to announcements with the Tinman and Indo China Mekong Hash being announced. Details of the ICMHare 

on the website (not if Tootsie has anything to do with it Mannequin Pis commented) and a direct link is here.  Book 

early. 

http://www.indochina2019.com/registration/?fbclid=IwAR17BV_thLVreZ92jhWXv7TMW4hlNYRKtzpb8ZcuNRP9

8nDLjDS9HJg973E 

Visiting hashers on in with  Slow Gin, Fuckoffee, Imagine my 

Erection (well he’d have to at his age), Come a Little Later and Ass over Tits joining the circle. There was another visitor 

but they had left already. 

 

 

http://www.indochina2019.com/registration/?fbclid=IwAR17BV_thLVreZ92jhWXv7TMW4hlNYRKtzpb8ZcuNRP98nDLjDS9HJg973E
http://www.indochina2019.com/registration/?fbclid=IwAR17BV_thLVreZ92jhWXv7TMW4hlNYRKtzpb8ZcuNRP98nDLjDS9HJg973E


 

7 virgins and a possible wet t-shirt got Fungus so excited he nearly fell over and doused himself in ice water but 

they got through the process in  the end after a number of false 

starts. 

Swollen Colon came in as Steward and we pondered as to whether there would be irate emails, phone calls and 

other complaints after the spot.  You can imagine Swollen Colon’s indifference to this (on a previous occasion he was 

told ‘I don’t come here to be insulted’ to which his retort was ‘well, where do you normally go’!). He got the Hares in to 

thank them for a great Laager, a cool rain during the run and setting it close to his home. Philty Pisshead was also 

thanked for a great run out at Phi Phi earlier in  the week. A series of rapid fire 

comments were difficult to keep up with by the Scribe but suffice to say it was yet another excellent SC spot.  Personal 

favorites was the dyslexic who was confused about Hashlight Saving Time (the cocks go black) and Rampant Rabbit and 

Gay Pig Fucker going round the bars with a sausage in their pants. The sausage got lost at some point but it didn’t stop 

GPF.  Hash Horn was also thanked for her efforts. The beer at the end was well earned. 



Clitmas Pussy was presented with her 300  run shirt and much to the disappointment of 

the saddos didn’t peel off the old shirt first- get a life.  

The end was near so we hit Run Offences. Twice Nightly got Tight Fit and the others in who were superbly 

scuppered and caught out by a six falsie/check in a very tight area. Jungle Balls then got in MP and TF as on being 

scuppered  MP discovered paper and called ‘On On’, only for TF to spot he had seen a broken pot. The Hares got in 

MacFuerher and Doodlebug for falling for the early birds falsie that led straight into a swamp. The Invisible Man lied to 

Hash Horn On the game about the water depth at the river and she plunged straight in. Hares were complimented on 

their ‘wee’ and about’ directions and Dr Fucking Jekyll announced there will be more British Legion paraphernalia for 

sale next week (if the GM remembers to bring it). 

Departrs departed then on to   the Runmaster. Even he struggled to 

find any issues on the day and a well-deserved Good Run was the vote. Circle closed and On On to next week. 

Edit: You will notice that current Hash  Shit Hardon is missing from the above 

picture, it appears that he and his current lover departed the circle early.  

REMEMBER HASHLIGHT SAVINGS TIME IS NOW IN EFFECT-THE RUN 

STARTS AT 1530 ON SATURDAY 



STOP PRESS: News just in: it turns out there was a visitor on the trail but 

Not Long Enough didn’t want to brief the circle about it in case it put 

people off the run. Notice NLE cowering at the back! 

 

 

 

Google Arse apologises for the lack of pictures due to a technical fault- 

normal service will be resumed next week 

 


